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Abstract
Aspect-level sentiment classification, as a fine-grained task in sentiment classification,
aiming to extract sentiment polarity from opinions towards a specific aspect word, has
been made tremendous improvements in recent years. There are three key factors for
aspect-level sentiment classification: contextual semantic information towards as-
pect words, correlations between aspect words and their context words, and loca-
tion information of context words with regard to aspect words. In this paper, two
models namedAE-DLSTMs (Attention-EnabledDouble LSTMs) andAELA-DLSTMs
(Attention-Enabled and Location-Aware Double LSTMs) are proposed for aspect-level
sentiment classification. AE-DLSTMs take full advantage of the DLSTMs (Double
LSTMs) which can capture the contextual semantic information in both forward and
backward directions towards aspect words. Meanwhile, a novel attention weights
generating method that combines aspect words with their contextual semantic informa-
tion is designed so that those weights can make better use of the correlations between
aspect words and their context words. Besides, we observe that context words with
different distances or different directions towards aspect words have different contri-
butions in sentiment polarity. Based on AE-DLSTMs, the location information of
context words by assigning different weights is incorporated in AELA-DLSTMs to
improve the accuracy. Experiments are conducted on two English datasets and one
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Chinese dataset. The experimental results have confirmed that our models can make
remarkable improvements and outperform all the baseline models in all datasets, im-
proving the accuracy of 1.67 percent to 4.77 percent in different datasets compared with
baseline models1.
Keywords: Neural Network; Long Short-Term Memory; Attention
Mechanism; Aspect-Level Sentiment Classification
1. Introduction
Sentiment classification, as a core part in Natural Language Processing (NLP) [1,
2], has attracted great attention in recent years. Early work in sentiment classification
mainly aimed to detect the overall polarity (e.g., positive, negative or neutral) of given
texts [3, 4]. As a more fine-grained approach, aspect-level sentiment classification5
is also a fundamental task aiming to extract aspect polarity from opinions towards a
specific aspect word [2, 5, 6]. For example, “The ambience was nice, but the service
was awful.”, for aspect word ambience, the sentiment polarity is positive while for
service it is negative. And in the sentence “质量很好,但是做工很差”, the sentiment
polarity for “质量” is positive while for “做工” is negative. We observe that a sentence10
may contain multiple aspect words, in which case the sentiment polarity corresponding
to each aspect word may be different.
Neural network models have been demonstrated to be capable of achieving state-of-
the-art performance in many NLP tasks. Long Short-termMemory Network (LSTM) is
widely used in tasks such as sentiment classification [7, 8], question answering [9], auto-15
matic summarization [10] and machine translation [11]. LSTMs [12], which can tackle
the problem of gradient exploding or vanishing, are superior to standard RNNs and
they are also applied to aspect-level sentiment classification such as Target-Dependent
LSTM (TD-LSTM), Target-Connection LSTM (TC-LSTM) [13] and Attention-based
LSTM with Aspect Embedding (ATAE-LSTM) [14]. DLSTMs (Double LSTMs) that20
we applied in ourmodels take the both past and future information towards aspect words
1Our code is open-source and available at https://github.com/rxt2012kc/AELA-DLSTMs.
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into consideration [15, 16] while LSTMs only consider the future information, thus DL-
STMs can gain better results than LSTMs.
Attention mechanism has a long history in the field of neural networks, especially in
the field of image recognition [17, 18, 19]. Recently, it has been commonly used in the25
NLP domain, such as speech recognition task [20, 21] and neural machine translation
[22, 23]. There are also applications of attention mechanism in aspect-level sentiment
classification. Tang et al. [24] proposed a deep memory network with attention. Wang
et al. [14] designed Attention-based LSTM (AT-LSTM) and ATAE-LSTM. Yang et al.
[25] improved the methods for assigning attention scores. Despite the effectiveness30
of above approaches, there still remains a challenge that how to model the semantic
correlations of an aspect word with its context words more effectively in a sentence and
to assign the attention weights for hidden state more precisely at each time step.
Encoding a sequence of word vectors into a sentence vector, emphasizing the aspect
words information and extracting the correlations between aspect words and their con-35
text words are of great significance for aspect-level sentiment classification task. The
aspect-level sentiment classification task has achieved excellent developments these
years [14, 24, 26]. The key of it can be summarized as the following three factors: con-
textual semantic information towards aspect words, correlations between aspect words
and their context words, and location information of context words with regard to as-40
pect words. Better results can be obtained by taking into consideration all the three key
factors. However, there has not been a certain model that fully considered the above
three factors in aspect-level sentiment classification area.
In this paper, we propose two models named AE-DLSTMs (Attention-Enabled
Double LSTMs) and AELA-DLSTMs (Attention-Enabled and Location-Aware Double45
LSTMs) considering all the three key factors for aspect-level sentiment classification.
Given that DLSTMs are able to obtain better remembering and memory accesses and
capture the contextual semantic information from forward and backward orders of the
contexts, our models based on DLSTMs structure can gain more contextual semantic
information towards aspect words. AE-DLSTMs are capable of capturing the corre-50
lations between aspect words and their context words more accurately by considering
different attention factors successively to generate attention weights for hidden states.
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Then we notice that context words in different locations relating to one specific aspect
word have different contributions to express the sentiment polarity and the key words
always locate in one side of the aspect word. From this perspective, AELA-DLSTMs55
are proposed with generating different weights for the context words by capturing the
location information. The main contributions of our work can be summarized as fol-
lows:
• AE-DLSTMs are designed which is capable of emphasizing the aspect words
informationmore effectively and capturing the correlations between aspect words60
and their context words more precisely.
• AELA-DLSTMs are proposed which can take full advantage of the location in-
formation of contexts words related to one aspect word to obtain more accurate
results.
• Experimental results conducted on both English and Chinese datasets confirm65
that our models can obtain better results and outperform all the baseline models
for aspect-level sentiment classification.
2. Related Work
Sentiment classification, also known as opinion mining, is a fundamental area in
NLP [3, 4, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]. Deep learning based on neural network models has70
achieved a great success in sentiment classification [13, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37]. CNN and
RNN are two mainstream models in sentiment classification, where word embedding
is always taken as the model input to implement sentence classification [38, 39, 40,
41]. RNN models are capable of dealing with input sentences of variable lengths, thus
obtaining long-term dependencies in a sentence [26, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Due to the gradient75
exploring and gradient vanishing of RNN, standard LSTM is often applied to take the
place of traditional RNN model for better remembering and memory accesses [8, 12,
13, 46, 47, 48].We use double LSTMs structure called DLSTMs that process the input
sentence in both forward and backward directions towards aspect words [13, 44, 49, 50,
51, 52].80
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Aspect-level sentiment classification, as a fine-grained sentiment classification task,
has also attracted much attention over these years. A huge number of work in this
area have been conducted [5, 53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59]. However, previous work
always brings about a lot of labor work and extra lexicon to exact features, which
could be an enormous project. With the development of neural network in NLP areas85
[60, 61, 62], neural network models for aspect-level sentiment classification is emerg-
ing [14, 24, 25, 30, 63, 64, 65]. Tang et al. [26] developed two target dependent long
short-term memory (LSTM) models named Target-Dependent LSTM (TD-LSTM) and
Target-Connection LSTM (TC-LSTM). Tang et al. [24] introduced a deep memory
network that calculated with multiple computational layers named MemNet. Wang90
et al. [14] proposed an Attention-based Long Short-Term Memory Network named
ATAE-LSTM. Yang et al. [25] presented two attention methods to improve the target-
dependent sentiment classification. Xue et al. [66] proposed a model called Gated
Convolutional network with Aspect Embedding (GCAE) based on convolutional neu-
ral networks and gating mechanisms. However, ATAE-LSTM based on Single LSTM95
only considered the forward semantic information of context words while DLSTMs can
consider both forward and backward semantic information of context words towards as-
pect words. MemNet failed to make good use of the correlations between aspect words
and their context words. TD-LSTM, TC-LSTM, ATAE-LSTM and GCAE ignored the
location information of context words with regard to aspect words.100
Attention mechanism has been a significant part in NLP tasks in recent years [18,
22, 23, 67, 68, 69, 70]. Attention mechanism structure for aspect-level sentiment clas-
sification also achieves excellent results. AE-LSTM integrated the Aspect Embedding
information in the input of LSTM, AT-LSTM integrated the AttentionMechanism in the
hidden state of LSTM to capture the key part of sentence in response to a given aspect105
and ATAE-LSTM was formed by the combination of AE-LSTM and AT-LSTM [14].
Yang et al. [25] designed models to assign attention scores to different word locations
according to their relevance to the task. Ma et al. [71] proposed a model named inter-
active attention networks (IAN), which used two attention networks to model the target
and content interactively. Our models refer to the relatedness towards aspect words and110
assign more reasonable weights by attention mechanism.
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Our work aims to deal with the challenge of how to model the semantic relatedness
of aspect words with their context words more accurately in a sentence and our models
are designed considering all the three key factors for aspect-level sentiment classifica-
tion to further improve the results.115
3. The Proposed Models: AE-DLSTMs and AELA-DLSTMs
In this section, we introduce AE-DLSTMs and AELA-DLSTMs, aiming to improve
the performances for aspect-level sentiment classification. The two models use atten-
tion weights generating method to compute more accurate weights for sentence repre-
sentation towards the aspect words, thus can capture the contextual semantic correla-120
tions more precisely with aspect words. AELA-DLSTMs assign location weights for
input words to enhance the key words towards aspect words, which make properer use
of the location information to improve the results.
3.1. Task Definition and Notion
S = {w1, w2, . . . , wa, . . . , wn} is defined as a sentence consisting of n words and125
the aspect word wa is included in S. The task is to determine the sentiment polarity
towards a specific aspect word in a sentence. For example, in the sentence “lots of extra
space but the keyboard is ridiculously small.”, the sentiment polarity towards aspect
word space is positive while the sentiment polarity towards aspect word keyboard is
negative. And in the sentence “面料太粗糙,快递很快”, the sentiment polarity towards130
“面料” is negative while the sentiment polarity towards “快递” is positive.
Each input word is mapped into its embedding vector [35, 38, 39, 41]. All the
word vectors are stacked in a word embedding matrix VW ∈ Rd×|V |, where d is the
dimension of word vector and |V | is the vocabulary size. The word embedding of input
word wi is notated as ei ∈ Rd×1, which is a column of the embedding matrix VW .135
Thus, the sentence is expressed as Es = {e1, e2, . . . , ea−1, ea, ea+1, . . . , en}, where
Es ∈ Rd×n, n is the sentence length and ak is the index of aspect word. In cases
where aspect is a multi-word phrase like “battery life”, aspect representation is taken
as an average of their constituting word vectors [28, 72]. The hidden states of BiLSTM
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Figure 1: The architecture of LSTM. Word representation {e1, . . . , ea−1, ea, ea+1, . . . , en} are the word
embeddings of input words in a sentence whose length is n and the index of aspect word is a. H =
{h1, . . . , ha−1, ha, ha+1, . . . , hn} are the hidden states of input words.
structure for inputsEs is defined asH = {h1, h2, . . . , ha−1, ha, ha+1, . . . , hn}, where140
ha is the hidden state of aspect word wa.
3.2. Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
In order to overcome the gradient vanishing or exploding problems of Standard
RNN, Long Short-term Memory network (LSTM) was developed [12]. LSTM has
three gates (input i, forget f and output o) and a cell memory state c. Generally, the
hidden state ht at the time step t is updated as follows:
it = σ (Wi [ht−1; et] + bi) (1)
ft = σ (Wf [ht−1; et] + bf ) (2)
ot = σ (Wo [ht−1; et] + bo) (3)
gt = tanh (Wr [ht−1; et] + br) (4)
ct = it ⊙ gt + ft ⊙ ct−1 (5)
ht = ot ⊙ tanh (ct) (6)
where σ is the sigmoid function, et is the input word embedding,Wi,Wf ,Wo,Wr ∈
Rd×2d, bi, bf , bo, br ∈ Rd. The architecture of LSTM is shown as Figure 1.
Single direction LSTM suffers a weakness of not utilizing the contextual semantic145
information from the future tokens while DLSTMs applied in our models utilize both
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the backward and forward contextual semantic information by processing the sequence
in two directions, where LSTML processes the left part input sequence of aspect word
in the forward directionwhileLSTMR processes the right part input sequence of aspect
word in the reverse direction. DLSTMs generates two independent sequences of LSTM150
output vectors and hidden states, and LSTML and LSTMR share a set of parameters
when training in our models.
3.3. Attention-Enabled Double LSTMs (AE-DLSTMs)
It is important for aspect-level sentiment classification to encode a sequence of word
vectors into a sentence vector with aspect word information and extract the contextual155
semantic correlations with aspect words. Attention mechanism is applied to make use
of hidden state of each input word and attention weights are generated. The structure
of AE-DLSTMs are introduced in Section 3.3.2.
3.3.1. The Word Representaion of Aspect Word
Let S = {w1, w2, . . . , wl1 , wl2 , . . . , wlm , . . . , wn} be the sentence consisting of n
words and the aspect word consisting of m words that are {wl1 , wl2 , . . . , wlm}. Let
E = {e1, e2, . . . , el1 , el2 , . . . , elm , . . . , en} be the word embedding of the sentence S.
In general, the aspect word itself does not contain emotional information. With the
processing of the aspect word with multi-words by LSTM, the previous sentiment in-
formation about the aspect word will be lost. In order to avoid the loss of information,
we compress the words by average pooling them into one word. The word representa-
tion of aspect word {el1 , el2 , . . . , elm} are averaged into ea as follows:
ea = 1/m×
∑m
i=0
elm (7)
Thus, the word representation of the sentence S are E = {e1, . . . , ea, . . . , en}.160
3.3.2. Structure of AE-DLSTMs
In order to extract the contextual semantic information towards aspect words, DL-
STMs are used to obtain the preceding and following sentiment information with regard
to the aspect word. Thus, the sentiment features of both sides towards aspect word are
considered more comprehensively in our model to achieve better results. In addition,165
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Figure 2: The structure of AE-DLSTMs for aspect-level sentiment classification. Word representation
{e1, e2, . . . , ea−1, ea, ea+1, . . . , en} are the word embeddings of input words in a sentence whose length
is n. ea denotes the aspect embedding. H = {h1, . . . , ha−1, ha} andH′ = {hn′ , . . . , ha+1′ , ha′} are
the hidden states of input words in double LSTM: LSTML and LSTMR respectively. α is the attention
weight. ha, ha
′
denote the hidden state of aspect word in two LSTMs, respectively.
we believe that taking the aspect word as the last hidden state can put more emphasis on
the aspect words and make better use of the semantic information of the aspect word.
It is difficult to find a common context range for each aspect word. Therefore, we set
this range to the length of the entire sentence and models can correctly assign weights
through learning. The greater the relationship between context words and aspect words,170
the greater the weight is. In this way, we can prevent the loss of useful sentimental in-
formation as much as possible.
Let Es = {e1, e2, . . . , ea−1, ea, ea+1, . . . , en} be the word embedding of sentence
S, n be the length of the given sentence and ea be the embedding of the aspect word.
AE-DLSTMs includes double LSTMs. LSTML deals with the left part input sequence175
of aspect word in the forward direction whileLSTMR processes the right part input se-
quence of aspect word in the reverse direction. Moreover, letH = {h1, . . . , ha−1, ha},
H
′
= {hn, . . . , ha+1, ha
′} ∈ Rn×d be two matrix of hidden state vectors which de-
note the contextual semantic information produced in our models, where d is the size
of hidden layers, n is the length of the given sentence and ha, ha
′
are the hidden states180
of the aspect word. The attention weights α, α′ are produced by our attention mecha-
nism which is introduced in Section 3.3.3 and weighted hidden states representation γ
is generated. The structure of AE-DLSTMs are illustrated in Figure 2.
α, α
′ ∈ Rn are generated in Section 3.3.3, and hidden state representation γ, γ′ ∈
9
Rn are computed as follows:
γ = αTH (8)
γ
′
= αT
′
H
′
(9)
the final sentence representation is given by:
O = tanh
(
Wpγ +W
′
pγ
′
)
(10)
where Wp,W
′
p ∈ Rd×d are parameters to be learned during training, O is considered
as the representation of the sentence features [14, 73].185
Finally, a softmax layer is followed to classify the result:
y = softmax (WsO + bs) (11)
where Ws ∈ Rc×d and bs ∈ Rc are the parameters for softmax layer, and c is the
number of categories.
3.3.3. The Attention Mechanism
We use the DLSTMs structure to exact the preceding and following sentiment infor-
mation of aspect word, but we can not fully obtain the contextual semantic information190
of the aspect word using only the hidden state of the last time step. The more important
the word is for the aspect word, the bigger weight it occupies. Thus, to make better
use of the hidden state at each time step, attention mechanism is designed and attention
weights are assigned to different hidden states according to their contributions.
Let γ, γ′ ∈ Rn be the weighted vector computed by summing the weighted hid-195
den states in double LSTMs which are LSTML and LSTMR, respectively. H =
{h1, . . . , ha−1, ha}, H ′ = {hn, . . . , ha+1, ha
′} ∈ Rn×d are two matrix of hidden
state vectors produced in the double LSTMs, respectively, representing the contextual
semantic information in the two diverse direction of the aspect word.
For the purpose of incorporating aspect words information, ha and ha
′
, which con-
tain the semantic information of the aspect words in diverse direction, are concatenated
into [haT , h
′T
a ]
T , which is called Aspect Word Semantic Vector. The attention weights
for each hidden states are computed according to the semantic similarity with the Aspect
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Figure 3: The input structure of AELA-DLSTMs for aspect-level sentiment classification. Word represen-
tation {e1, e2, . . . , ea−1, ea, ea+1, . . . , en} are the word embeddings of input words in a sentence whose
length is n.
{
e1
′
, e2
′
, . . . , ea−1
′
, ea
′
, ea+1
′
, . . . , en
′} denote the new aspect embedding weighted with
location weights.
Word Semantic Vector. We map the hidden states H and H ′ into the semantic space
by multiplying the matrix Wm ∈ Rd×2d, Wm
′ ∈ Rd×2d. And we obtain the seman-
tic similarity by inner product with the Aspect Word Semantic Vector. The attention
weights α, α′ are designed as follows:
α = softmax(H ×Wm ×
 ha
ha
′
) (12)
α
′
= softmax(H
′ ×Wm ×
 ha
ha
′
) (13)
whereWm ∈ Rd×2d,Wm
′ ∈ Rd×2d are trained with models.200
3.4. Attention-Enabled and Location-Aware Double LSTMs (AELA-DLSTMs)
We observe that the key words which express the sentiment for aspect word to a
maximum degree are always close to the aspect word itself [24, 74]. The closer to the
aspect words, the more correlation information they may contain. For example, in the
sentence “The ambience was nice, but the service was awful.”, the context word “nice”205
is the key word for the aspect word “ambience” while “awful” is the key word for the
aspect word “service”. As the context word “nice” is closer to aspect word “ambience”
than the context word “awful”, “nice” should have more contributions to the sentiment
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polarity for the aspect word “ambience” while “awful” have more contributions to “ser-
vice”.210
We further notice that the key words for the aspect word always both only locate in
one side of aspect word. For the above example, the context word “nice” and “awful”
both locate on the right of the aspect word “ambience” and “service” respectively, thus,
in this example, the context words on the right of aspect word should have greater
influence than context words on the left. To this end, two parameters are designed for215
both sides according to their respective importance, which are also to be learned through
training.
Directly inputting the word vector into the model and generating the representa-
tions of sentence vector will contain information that is not related to the aspect word.
Therefore, we use the location weight to emphasize the related sentiment information220
towards aspect words in the process of generating sentence vector. And in the mean-
time, the words unrelated to the aspect are also suppressed accordingly. Given the fact
that location information is beneficial to obtain a better result, input word embedding
vectors are weighted by location weights. The settings of the location weights are in-
spired by Luong et al. [23], who used the probability density function of the Gaussian225
distribution. Since we expect the weights on words far away from the aspect word to
fall faster, which helps to prevent the interference of information that is not related to as-
pects, we use the Laplacian probability density function to obtain the location weights.
The Laplacian probability density function falls faster for the area away from the as-
pect word compared to the Gaussian probability density function, which can prevent230
involving irrelevant information.
The location weights λ corresponding to input word embedding vectors Es =
{e1, e2, . . . , ea−1, ea, ea+1, . . . , en} are defined as follows:
λ = [λ1, λ2, . . . , λa−1, λa, λa+1, . . . , λn] (14)
λ =

αlexp(−βl|i− a|), i < a
αm, i = a
αrexp(−βr|i− a|), i > a
(15)
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where i is the index of words in the sentence, a is the index of the aspect word, different
input location weights are generated for different locations of the words. αl and βl are
the parameters for context words on the left of the aspect word while αr and βr are
the parameters for context words on the right, αm is for the aspect word, all of which
are trained with the models. For example, if input location weights for the left context
words are larger than the right when training, it indicates that the left context words
are of greater importance to the aspect word. Then, the input location weights are
incorporated to the input word embedding vector as described below:
e
′
i = λi × ei (16)
where e′i is the ith new word embedding vector for the ith input words weighted by
input location weights. The input structure of AELA-DLSTMs is shown as Figure 3.
AELA-DLSTMs are designed to make the input word weighted with the location
weights and further improve the results with location information.235
3.5. Model Training
AE-DLSTMs, AELA-DLSTMs and the compared baseline models are trained in
an end-to-end way by back propagation in a supervised learning. The loss function is
the cross-entropy loss [75]. Meanwhile, dropout [76] and the L2-regularization penalty
[77] are incorporated. Models are trained by minimizing the loss between the target
distribution and the predicted distribution. Let y be the target distribution and yˆ be the
distribution results. The loss function can be defined as follows:
loss = −
∑
i
∑
j
yji logyˆ
j
i +
∑
θ∈Φ
λ‖θ‖2 (17)
where i is the index of sentence, j is the index of the classification, λ is the L2-
regularization coefficient and Φ denotes the all parameters.
4. Performance Evaluations
The performance of the proposed models are evaluated in this section, following240
with statements about the experimental datasets, setting details and result analysis.
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4.1. Datasets
Experiment are conducted on both English and Chinese datasets. English datasets
include Restaurant and Laptops datasets and Chinese dataset includes Taobao2 dataset.
Restaurant and Laptops Datasets: The Restaurant and Laptops datasets are from245
SemEval 2014 Task 43 [65] obtained from Restaurant domain reviews and Laptops do-
main reviews. The total numbers of samples in training data and test data in Restaurant
dataset are 3608 and 1120 while that in Laptops dataset are 2328 and 638, respectively.
TaobaoDataset4: We collected reviews from 10 kinds of goods (Shoes, food, Kids,
woman’s clothing, jewelry, outdoor products, menswear, building materials, office sup-250
plies, luggage) reviews on Taobao website. These reviews with multiple aspect words
were reviewed by the users who got goods and tagged three sentiment polarities (pos-
itive, negative and neutral) by our annotators. We selected 10,030 positive reviews,
1,980 neural reviews and 2,812 negative reviews from a large number of annotation
samples. Each review of the dataset was extracted by crawling from Taobao website,255
and was preprocessed such as word segmentation and removing stop words. The per-
centages of training sets and test sets are 90 percent and 10 percent. The training data
and test data in Taobao Dataset are 13339 and 1483 samples. The percentages of pos-
itive, negative and neutral polarities in training and test sets are both 68 percent, 19
percent, 13 percent, respectively.260
The above datasets all have three sentiment polarities for the aspect word: posi-
tive, negative and neutral. The models are trained in three-way and two-way sentiment
classification. The samples of three-way classification includes positive, negative and
neutral polarities while the two-way remove the samples with neutral polarity. Mod-
els are trained on training dataset and the accuracy is evaluated on test dataset. The265
statistics of the above datasets are shown as Table 1.
2Taobao, as China’s dominant online trading platform with over 400 million users, is the largest online
retail platform in the world. The website of it is https://www.taobao.com/.
3The introduction about SemEval 2014 can be obtained from http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/.
4The dataset can be accessed from https://github.com/rxt2012kc/Taobao-Dataset.
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Restaurant Laptops Taobao
Train Test Train Test Train Test
Pos 2164 728 994 341 9027 1003
Neu 637 196 464 169 1782 198
Neg 807 196 870 128 2530 282
Total 3608 1120 2328 638 13339 1483
Table 1: The Statistics of Datasets
4.2. Experimental Settings
In the experiments, pre-trained word vectors trained by Glove5 [41] are used to
initialize English datasets, the dimension of which is 300 and are trained on Common
Crawl Corpus size. For Chinese dataset, pre-trained word vectors trained by Word2vec270
[33] are trained on Taobao Review and used for initializing, the dimension of which is
50.
The size of hidden layer is the same as the word embedding dimensions and the
length of attention weights is the same as the length of input sentences. Other parame-
ters are randomized with uniform distribution U(−ε, ε). The L2-regularization weight275
is set as 0.001 and the learning rate is set as 0.01. For AELA-DLSTMs, the parameter
α is initialized with 1 and β is initialized with 0. Theano [78] framework is applied to
implement neural network models in the experiment. AdaGrad Optimizer [79, 80] is
used to train models with mini-batch strategy and each batch consists of 25 samples.
4.3. Comparison between our models and baseline models280
AE-DLSTMs and AELA-DLSTMs models are compared with the following base-
line methods on both English and Chinese datasets.
LSTM: Standard LSTM based on Recurrent Neural Network is used for a sentence
inputting sequentially and only uses the last hidden state to calculate the output [12].
BiLSTM: BiLSTM contains two Standard LSTM. One can obtain output in a for-285
ward scan while the other can obtain output in a backward scan of the text [44].
5Pre-trained word vectors of Glove can be obtained from http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
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Restaurant Laptops Taobao
LSTM 89.25 83.71 82.26
BiLSTM 89.43 85.06 82.88
TD-LSTM 89.83 86.35 92.08
TC-LSTM 88.63 85.16 92.47
MemNet(9) 89.07 85.55 85.21
ATAE-LSTM 89.58 86.60 93.77
IAN 89.85 86.57 93.96
GCAE 90.56 86.94 94.51
AE-DLSTMs 91.69 89.98 96.42
Table 2: The Percentage Accuracies of AE-DLSTMs and Other Baseline Models in Two-way Classification
TD-LSTM: TD-LSTM uses two LSTM neural networks, a forward one and a back-
ward one toward the aspects to model the preceding and following contexts respectively
[26].
TC-LSTM: TC-LSTM extends TD-LSTM by appending a target embedding into290
each word input vector which explicitly utilizes the connections between target word
and each context word [26].
MemNet: MemNet is a deep memory network for aspect-level sentiment classifi-
cation [24]. MemNet(9) that contains 9 computational layers is conducted in the exper-
iment.295
ATAE-LSTM: ATAE-LSTMmodel appends the input aspect embedding into each
word input vector and uses attention mechanism to calculate the output based on Stan-
dard LSTM [14].
IAN: IANmodel interactively learns attentions in the contexts and targets, and gen-
erates the representations for targets and contexts separately [71].300
GCAE: GCAE model is based on convolutional neural networks and gating mech-
anisms, which has two separate convolutional layers on the top of the embedding layer,
whose outputs are combined by gating units [66].
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Restaurant Laptops Taobao
LSTM 74.30 67.24 71.75
BiLSTM 76.39 68.26 72.56
TD-LSTM 76.43 67.24 82.34
TC-LSTM 76.01 65.62 82.89
MemNet(9) 75.89 65.80 74.51
ATAE-LSTM 75.18 67.76 86.18
IAN 76.87 68.34 85.90
GCAE 77.28 69.14 86.37
AE-DLSTMs 79.57 72.10 88.47
Table 3: The Percentage Accuracies of AE-DLSTMs and Other Baseline Models in Three-way Classification
For model TD-LSTM, TC-LSTM, MemNet6 and ATAE-LSTM7, the source codes
of original papers are used to calculate the accuracy results on three datasets. The305
percentage accuracies of the above models in Two-way and Three-way classification
are given in Table 2 and Table 3.
As is shown in Table 2 and Table 3, AE-DLSTMs acquire the best results on all
datasets and far surpass other baselines including TC-LSTM, TD-LSTM, MemNet,
ATAE-LSTM, IAN and GCAE. For instance, in Laptops dataset, the accuracy of our310
AE-DLSTMs model is almost 3.04 percent higher than baseline methods in Two-way
classification and 2.96 percent higher in Three-way classification.
On the one hand, AE-DLSTMs apply DLSTMs structure which processes a sen-
tence in two directions, making better use of contextual semantic information from both
the preceding and following contexts towards aspect words. On the other hand, the at-315
tention weights generated in our models are more efficient. Compared to ATAE-LSTM,
IAN and GCAE, our model can extract more contextual semantic information by using
DLSTMs structure while ATAE-LSTM and IAN using LSTM structure. AE-DLSTMs
6The source code of TD-LSTM, TC-LSTM and MemNet are publicly available at
http://ir.hit.edu.cn/dytang.
7The source code of ATAE-LSTM are publicly available at http://www.aihuang.org/p/publications.html.
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Restaurant Laptops Taobao
AE-DLSTMs 91.69 89.98 96.42
AELA-DLSTMs 92.23 91.53 97.20
AE-DLSTMs+Absolute_Loc 90.04 91.48 96.60
AE-DLSTMs+Gaussian_Loc 91.87 91.51 96.87
Table 4: The Percentage Accuracies of AE-DLSTMs, AELA-DLSTMs, AE-DLSTMs+Absolute_Loc and
AE-DLSTMs+Gaussian_Loc in Two-way Classification
Restaurant Laptops Taobao
AE-DLSTMs 79.57 72.10 88.47
AELA-DLSTMs 80.35 73.91 90.22
AE-DLSTMs+Absolute_Loc 77.50 71.30 88.67
AE-DLSTMs+Gaussian_Loc 79.69 72.87 89.13
Table 5: The Percentage Accuracies of AE-DLSTMs, AELA-DLSTMs, AE-DLSTMs+Absolute_Loc and
AE-DLSTMs+Gaussian_Loc in Three-way Classification
achieve improved performance compared with TC-LSTM, TD-LSTM, MemNet, IAN
and GCAE, demonstrating that the attention generating method used in our model can320
indeed enhance the aspect information and take full advantages of the correlation be-
tween aspect words and their context words.
4.4. Effects of Input Location Information
Experiments are conducted on AE-DLSTMs, AELA-DLSTMs, AE-DLSTMs+Ab-
solute_Loc and AE-DLSTMs+Gaussian_Loc. AE-DLSTMs+Absolute_Loc combines325
AE-DLSTMs with the location weights method proposed by Tang et al. [24] and Chen
et al. [74], which de¿ne the location of a context word as its absolute distance with the
aspect word in the original sentence sequence. AE-DLSTMs+Gaussian_Loc combines
AE-DLSTMs with the location weights on Gaussian probability density function [23].
The experimental results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5.330
In Table 4 and Table 5, AELA-DLSTMs perform better than other two baselines in
all datasets. Comparing the accuracies of AE-DLSTMs and AELA-DLSTMs, it can be
18
Restaurant Laptops
Aspect word with average pooling 91.69 89.98
Aspect word with none-average pooling 90.89 89.54
Table 6: Two-way (positive and negative) percentage accuracies of AE-DLSTMs with aspect word averaged
and aspect word none-averaged.
Restaurant Laptops
Aspect word with average pooling 79.57 72.10
Aspect word with none-average pooling 79.21 71.78
Table 7: Three-way (positive, neutral and negative) percentage accuracies of AE-DLSTMs with aspect word
averaged and aspect word none-averaged.
concluded that the model with location weights is beneficial to classify the sentiment
polarity of aspect words and the location information plays an effective role in our tasks.
The comparison of AELA-DLSTMs and AE-DLSTMs+Absolute_Loc illustrates that335
the location weights generated in our models are more suitable for aspect-level sen-
timent classification, while the location weights generated in Tang et al. [24] ignore
the differences between the two sides of aspect word. By comparing the accuracies of
AELA-DLSTMs andAE-DLSTMs+Gaussian_Loc, it indicates that the Laplacian prob-
ability density function is more suitable for our task than Gaussian probability density340
function.
4.5. Effects of Word Representation of Aspect Word
The word representation of aspect word {el1 , el2 , . . . , elm} are averaged into one
word embedding ea in this work. Experiments are conducted on AE-DLSTMs with
aspect word average pooling and aspect word none-average pooling in two datasets:345
Restaurant and Laptops, because the aspect word of these two datasets may contain
multiple words, such as “thin crusted pizza”, “battery life”, while the aspect word of
Taobao dataset only consists of one word, such as “质量”, “服务”. The experimental
results are shown in Table 6 and Table 7.
In Table 6 and Table 7, AELA-DLSTMs with aspect word averaged perform better350
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Figure 4: Attention Visualizations on an aspect word in sentence. The sample “We always have a delicious
meal and always leave feeling satisfied.” has an aspect word “meal”. The color map in the right shows the
value of attention weights and α denotes the importance of input words towards aspect word.
Figure 5: Attention Visualizations on different aspect words in the same sentence. The sample “The fillings
may be unconventional but the batter is definitely authentic and the combinations very tasty.” has aspect
words “fillings” and “batter”. This picture demonstrates two cases where aspect words are “fillings” and
“batter” respectively. The color map in the right shows the value of attention weights and α denotes the
importance of input words towards aspect word.
than with aspect word none-averaged in almost all datasets. In fact that the aspect
word itself does not have any emotional information, and multi aspect words will make
the previous emotional characteristics diluted in the process of LSTM model. Thus,
compressing the aspect words can retain the emotional information extracted for the
aspect word as much as possible.355
4.6. Case Study and Visualize Models
We visualize the attention weights of hidden states to get a better understanding of
how our models work in the aspect-level sentiment classification tasks. As the sentence
“We always have a delicious meal and always leave feeling satisfied.” has an aspect
word “meal”. As is illustrated in Figure 4, the input word “delicious” occupies bigger360
weights than other words in this sentence, because it is crucial for the aspect word
“meal”.
As the sentence “The fillings may be unconventional but the batter is definitely
authentic and the combinations very tasty.” has three aspect words “fillings”, “batter”
and “combinations”. our models can make better use of different aspect words more365
effectively and extract correlations between aspect words towards their contexts more
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Figure 6: Attention Visualizations on different aspect words in the same sentence. The sample “质量很好,
颜色很正，板材很厚，总体感觉让人看着很舒服，就是快递太慢了” also has two aspect words “质量”
and “快递”. This picture demonstrates two cases where aspect words are “质量” and “快递” respectively.
The color map in the right shows the value of attention weights and α denotes the importance of input words
towards aspect word.
Figure 7: AELA-DLSTM Location Weights Visualizations. The sample is “The food was mediocre at best
but it was the horrible service that made me vow never to go back.” and the aspect word is “service”. The
color map in the right shows the value of the input location weights and λ denotes the location information
of the input words towards the aspect word.
precisely in the same sentence. As is illustrated in Figure 5, we take two aspect words
“fillings” and “batter” as an example, the input word “unconventional” occupies bigger
weights to the aspect word “fillings” as input word “authentic” does for aspect word
“batter”, which represents that “authentic” plays a more important role to the aspect370
word “batter” and “unconventional” is more essential to “fillings”.
And the sentence “质量很好, 颜色很正, 板材很厚, 总体感觉让人看着很舒
服，就是快递太慢了” also has four aspect words “质量”, “颜色”, “板材” and “快
递”. As is illustrated in Figure 6, we take two aspect words “质量” and “快递” as an
example, the input word “很好” occupies bigger weights to the aspect word “质量” as375
input word “太慢” does for aspect word “快递”, which represents that “很好” plays a
more important role to the aspect word “质量” and “太慢” is more essential to “快递”.
AELA-DLSTM assigns location weights for input word according to their location
information towards aspect word. To indicate how location information works and im-
prove the performance, location weights are visualized in Figure 7. In the sample “The380
food was mediocre at best but it was the horrible service that made me vow never to go
back.”, whose aspect word of which is “service”, the location weights are trained with
models as they are initialized with the same value. It can be observed that “horrible”
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is the key word for aspect word, locating on the right side of it, having bigger location
weight than other left side words in training. In addition, the words closer to aspect385
word occupy higher weights than the farther ones. The above location weights contri-
bution indicates that location information takes effects on the results and is helpful for
aspect-level sentiment classification.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose twomodels named AE-DLSTMs and AELA-DLSTMs for390
aspect-level sentiment classification. AE-DLSTMs make better use of the contextual
semantic information towards aspect words and effectively take better advantage of the
correlation between aspect words and their context words. As the location informa-
tion has considerable influence on classification results, AELA-DLSTMs incorporate
the location information of context words with regard to aspect words to generate the395
weighted input word vectors. We train our models in an end-to-end way on both En-
glish and Chinese datasets in Two-way and Three-way classification. The experimental
results have demonstrated that our models achieve remarkable performances and out-
perform all the baseline models. Since attention weights generating method and models
are effective, our models and method can be applied to NLP Attention Tasks, such as400
Machine Translation, for obtaining further better performances.
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